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Let R be a Dedekind domain satisfying the Jordan-Zassenhaus theorem (e.g.. the 
ring of integers in a number field) and A a module finite R-algebra. We extend 
classical results of Jacobinski. Roiter. and Drozd on orders and lattices. In 
particular, it is shown that the genus of a finitely generated Amodule M is finite. 
Moreover. given M, there exist a positive integer t and a finite extension S of R 
such that a A-module N is the genus of M if and only if M”’ 2 N”’ if and only if 
hl~? S 2 /VI*? S. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let R be a commutative ring and A an R-algebra (i.e., 1 E R 1; Z(A)). 
Denote by Spec R the set of prime ideals of R. If M and N are A-modules. 
write M-N if M,=MBRRPzNP f or each P E Spec R (as ,4, modules), 
where R, is the localization of R at P. We wish to study the set of 
isomorphism classes of modules N with N - M. Call this set the genus of M, 
and denote its cardinality by g(M). 
In particular, we consider the case where R = r, the ring of algebraic 
integers in the number field K, A is a module finite R-algebra, and M is a 
finitely generated A-module. This has been studied in great detail when A is 
an R-order in a semisimple K-algebra and M is a torsion-free R-module (see 
(9, 1 I, 12, 17 1 for surveys of results in this case). Not much attention has 
been devoted to the general situation. In 141, it is shown that some of the 
same results still hold. In this article, we extend the analogy further and 
show how some questions can be reduced to the classical case. 
The main idea is to consider projective E-modules where E = End,,(M). 
Then one can pass to E/J where J is the nil radical of E. It turns out that 
E/J is a direct sum of an order in a semisimple K-algebra and a semisimple 
artinian ring. Our main applications include: 
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THEOREM A. Let R be a Dedekind domain satisjj?ing the Jordan- 
Zassenhaus theorem (e.g., R = fk). Suppose A is a module finite R-algebra 
and M is a Jinitely generated A-module. Then g(M) is finite. 
If R is a domain with quotient field K and algebraic closure K. set R= 
(r E El r is integral over R }. 
THEOREM B. Let R be a Dedekind domain satisjj$ng the Jordan- 
Zassenhaus theorem with quotient field K, A a module finite R-algebra, and 
M a finitely generated A-module. There exists a positine integer t and a finite 
extension L of K (depending on M) such that the following are equivalent for 
a A-module N: 
(a) M-N. 
(b) M’” z N”‘. 
(c) M Ox S z N OR S as A @ R S-modules, where S = Rn L. 
(d) M OR Rr N ax R as A @)R R-modules. 
(e) M”’ z NCS) for some s. 
I. Reiner has informed me that Drozd 13 ] has obtained Theorem A for 
R = 1 and M a i-lattice. 
There are differences between this and the classical case. For example, it is 
well known that the Jordan-Zassenhaus theorem fails if A is not an order in 
a semisimple algebra. Moreover, in Theorem A in the classical situation 
Roiter I15 ] has shown that g(M) < IL where n depends only on A and 
Jacobinski 181 has shown that the L in Theorem B (for A an order) depends 
only on A. Drozd [3] gives an example to show Roiter’s theorem no longer 
applies. This example also shows that Jacobinski’s result is not valid in this 
context and is discussed in Section 4. We remark that in particular 
Theorem B holds for Dedekind domains which are integral over k[x]. k a 
finite field. 
In Section 2, some local results are given. The main ideas are exploited in 
Section 3. 
2. LOCALRESULTS 
It is well known that local rings need not satisfy the Krull-Schmidt 
theorem. However, many of its consequences do hold. One of the earliest 
results of this nature is given in Reiner and Zassenhaus I lo]. For semilocal 
noetherian rings, one can pass to the completion (cf. [ 141). Goodearl and 
Warfield IS] extended these results to algebras over commutative rings R 
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with R/J von Neumann regular. However, the appropriate category of rings 
to work with are local-global rings. 
A commutative ring R is a local-global ring if whenever fE R [x, ,..., x,,, 1 
represents a unit in R, for each P E Spec R, then f represents a unit in R 
(see [4]). Such rings include semilocal rings and more generally any R with 
R/J von Neumann regular. Other examples include the ring of algebraic 
integers and S ‘R 1x1, where R is any commutative ring and S is the set of 
primitive polynomials in R [xl. 
The following result shows that for these rings, local information 
determines global information. If N is isomorphic to a summand of M, write 
NIM. 
THEOREM 2.1 (Estes-Guralnick 14, Sect. 2 I). Suppose R is a local- 
global ring, A is a module finite R-algebra, and M, N, X, and Y are (left) A- 
modules with M and Nfinitely generated. 
(a) (Cancellation) If X @ M g Y @ M, then X z Y. 
(b) (n th root) I’N”’ 1 M”‘, then NI M. If N”’ z M”‘. then N IZ M. 
(c) (Local-global) Zf M is finitel~~ presented and M - N, then M 2 N. 
[f M and N are both finitel~~ presented, then N,,l M, for all P E Spec R 
implies N ( M. 
One consequence of Theorem 2.1 is a Noether-Deuring theorem for 
algebras over local-global rings. Roggenkamp [ 14 1 obtained the result for 
semilocal rings. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1, tj’M and N are 
finitely presented A-modules, and S is a faithful projectiue module finite R- 
algebra, then 
(a) M OH S z N OR S as A OR S modules if and only if Mz N, and 
(b) N@, S/M@, S ifand only ifNlM. 
Proof: We prove (b). If P E Spec R, then S, is a free R.-module of, say, 
rank t > 0. Thus (b) implies NF’(Mp’. By Theorem 2.1(b) this implies 
N,,IM,. By Theorem 2.1(c), N(M. 
Recall that an integral domain R satisfies the Jordan-Zassenhaus theorem, 
if given any R-order /i in a semisimple algebra, the number of /i 
isomorphism classes of given rank (over R) is finite. We shall show that if R 
is a Dedekind domain satisfying the Jordan-Zassenhaus theorem, then R is 
an LG ring. The next lemma is straightforward to verify. 
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LEMMA 2.3. Let R be a domain with a, b, c E R. Then 
and 
are similar over R if and only zf b = CM (mod aR) for some unit u E R. 
THEOREM 2.4. Suppose R is a Dedekind domain satisjjing the Jordan- 
Zassenhaus theorem. Then 
(a) R- is Bezout. 
(b) One is in the stable range of l?. 
(c) I? is an LG ring. 
Proof: Let I be a finitely generated ideal in l?. Then I has generators in 
some finite extension R’ of R. Moreover, by passing to the integral closure of 
R’. we can assume Z is invertible. Since R’ also satisfies the 
Jordan-Zassenhaus theorem, I’ is principal for some t > 0. Hence I’ = aff, 
and so Z = a”‘l?. Thus (a) holds. 
To prove (b), assume Ofa, bER, and (a,b)= 1. Set S=Rla,b] and 
A = S[S] z S[x]/(x’ - ax). Define A-modules Mi as follows; Mj 2 .S”’ as 
an S-module and B acts via the matrix 
Since R satisfies Jordan-Zassenhaus, there exist i < j, so that Mi 2 Mi. 
Hence Bi and Bj are similar. By Lemma 2.3, bj = ub’ (mod aS) for some u a 
unit in S. Hence bj-’ = u mod as. By 14, Th. 3.2 1, this implies at + b is a 
unit for some t E R. Now (c) follows from (a) and (b) by 14, Cor. 4.5 1. 
We remark that Skolem 116) proved Theorem 2.4(c) for the integers (see 
also Dade [ 2 ] ). 
3. CHANGING RINGS 
Throughout this section R will denote a commutative ring with 1, A a 
module finite R-algebra, M a finitely generated (left) A-module, and 
E = End,(M). The next lemma extends a result of Roggenkamp [ 13 ] who 
showed that the t can be chosen to be one greater than the Krull dimension 
in case R is noetherian. In particular, if R is a Dedekind domain, then t = 2 
suffices. 
LEMMA 3.1. SupposeM and N are finite!v presented A-modules and 
Np 1 M, for each P E Spec R. Then N1 MC” for some 1. 
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Proo$ Since M and N are finitely presented, we have 
A, = Hom,(M, N) OR R, z HomAp(M,, Np). (1) 
B, = Hom,,(N, M) OR R, g HomAp(N,, M,,). (2) 
Since N,IM,, there exist CT, E A, and /3, E B, with (LJ?~ equal to the 
identity on Np. By (1) and (2) we can choose a, b E R - P with 
a’ = aa, E Hom,,(M, N) and p’ = b/?, E Hom,(N, M). Hence u’p’(n) = abn 
for each n EN,,. Thus o’/?‘(n) = abn + L(n), where L E Hom,,(N, N) with 
L = 0 on N,. Thus CL = 0 for some c E R - P. This shows we can choose 
yp E Hom(M, N) and 6, E Hom(N, M) with y,,s,, E Hom(N, N) equal to left 
multiplication by rp E R - P. Hence R = C r,R. Choose finitely many of the 
rp. say r, ,..., r, with 1 = C siri for some si E R. Then 
splits, where f(m, ,..., m,) = C siy,(mi) and yi, di correspond to ri for 
i = l,.... t. Thus N( M’“. 
The next two results are well known and indicate that it suffices to 
consider projective modules. 
LEMMA 3.2. There is a category equioalence between Jinitel~~ generated 
projective E-modules arrd A-modules N with N( M”’ for some t. (The 
corresponce is given by ,:P + ,,M,- @ ,P and ,,N + Hom,,(M, N).) 
The advantage to studying projective modules is evident from the next 
lemma. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let S be a ring with an ideal J contained in the Jacobson 
radical. If P and Q are finitely generated projective S-modules such that 
P/JPr Q/JQ, then Pg Q. Moreotler, if (P/JP)I(Q/JQ), then PI Q. 
Furthermore, if J is nil, the map P + P/JP is a bijection from finitel) 
generated projective modules ouer S to finitely generated projective modules 
oiler S/J. 
Proof Since P is projective, there exists 4 E Hom,(P, Q) so that 9 
induces the isomorphism between P/JP and Q/JQ. By Nakayama’s lemma. 4 
is surjective. As Q is projective, this implies ker 4 is a summand of P. 
However, ker d c JP and so d is an isomorphism. A similar argument yields 
the second statement. If J is nil, then idempotents in the ring of n x n 
matrices over S/J can be lifted, and so P is indecomposable if and only if 
P/JP is. The last statement now follows. 
We need one more preliminary result. 
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LEMMA 3.4. Let R be a Dedekind domain with quotient Jield K. Let N 
be the nil radical of A. Then /1= A/NA = A, @ T, where T is the R-torsion 
ideal of A- and A, is the annihilator of T. Moreover, T is a semisimple 
artinian ring and A, is an order in a semisimple K-algebra. 
Proof: Without loss of generality, N = 0 and A = A. Clearly, T is an 
ideal of A. Moreover, T is a (left) artinian A-module. Thus 
T=I,@... @ I,. where the Ii are indecomposable left ideals. We claim 
each Ii is a minimal left ideal. For choose KG Ii minimal: since N = 0. 
K’ = K, and so K is generated by an idempotent. Thus K is a summand of A 
and hence of 1;. So K = Ii and the claim holds. 
Note if L is a proper T-submodule of Zi, then ATL = TL is a A- 
submodule of Ii. Hence L’ s TL = 0, and so L = 0. Thus T is left artinian 
and has no nilpotent ideals, and so T is an artinian semisimple ring. In 
particular, T contains a unit element e. Hence T = eTe = eAe. If ,l E A, then 
~e=e~e=e~,andsoeEZ(A).ThusA=A(l-e)~TandA(l-e)=A,,. 
Since A, has no nilradical, A, OR K = A is a semisimple K-algebra and A, 
is an R-order in A. 
For the rest of the section assume R is a Dedekind domain. Then E is a 
module finite R-algebra, and so by Lemma 3.4, E/N(E) =gz A* @ T, 
where A* is an order in a semisimple algebra and T is an artinian 
semisimple ring which is torsion over R. If N is a module with NIM”‘, then 
we can define a A*-module N* as 
N/I Hom,,(M, N) = N, A I?, 2 A *N, = N*. 
Note N* is a projective A *-module and is R-torsion-free. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. The map N + N* is a bijection from the genus of N to 
the genus of N”. 
Proof: By Lemma 3.1, f, is defined on the genus of N. By Lemmas 3.2 
and 3.3, f, and f, are bijections. By Lemma 3.4, s1 = A*N, 0 TR, . If 
L N N, then L, = A *L, @ TL, and TN, z TL, . Hence N, z L, if and only if 
N”rL*. 
Theorem A now follows for g(M) = g(M*) is finite since R satisfies the 
Jordan-Zassenhaus theorem. In fact, if T = /“, , one can do slightly better. 
THEOREM 3.6. If R = f’, and NIM’” for some t, then g(N) < n for some 
n depending only on M. 
Proof: By Roiter [ 15 1, g(N*) < n for some n depending only on A *. 
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For the rest of the section, assume R is a Dedekind domain satisfying the 
Jordan-Zassenhaus theorem with quotient field K. Let M,,.... M, be 
representatives for the isomorphism classes in the genus of M. By 
Theorem 2.1 (see also 16, Th. A]), and the finiteness of g(M), there exists a 
finite extension L of K such that Mi @ RS ” M @ ,$ as A @ $S modules for 
S = Rn L. Thus (a) * (c) in Theorem B. If [L : K] = Y, then S g I @ F (as 
an R-module), where I is an ideal of R and F is free of rank r - 1. Thus, if 
f = r’, M”’ z M @ $9 @ ,T 2 N”) (as A-modules), where TE I-’ I@ F. So 
(c) 3 (b). This same argument shows (d) 3 (e). Finally, (b) => (d) and 
(e) * (a) by Theorems 2.1 and 2.4. 
Indeed, essentially the same argument yields: 
THEOREM C. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem B. There exist a 
positive integer t and a finite estensiort L of K (depending on M) such that 
the following are equivalent for a A-module N. 
(a) N,IM,for all PE SpecR. 
(b) N”’ 1 M”‘. 
(c) N@,S~M@,SasA@,S-modulesforS=Lnl?. 
(d) N @ RRI M @ ,,J? as A @ &modules. 
(e) N(” / M(“’ for some s. 
Note that by Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 3.1. N* is defined for N satisfying 
any of the conditions. Thus there are only finitely many A-modules N 
satisfying (a). 
We remark that by appealing to Jacobinski (8, Satz 61, the field L in 
Theorem B (in the case R = pk) can be chosen the same for any N(,MCk’ and 
can be explicitly described. 
The above results apply to (sets of) matrices. We illustrate one such result 
for a single matrix. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let R sati& the hJ,potheses of Theorem B and A E R,, 
the ring of n x n matrices over R. There exists aJnite extension L of K and 
a positive integer t (depending on A) such that the following are equivalent 
for aq* B E R,. 
(a) B is similar to A over R, for all P E Spec R. 
(b) Diag(A, ,.._, A,) is similar to Diag(B, ,..., B,) with Aj .= A and 
Bi = B. 
(c) B is similar to A over L nI?. 
(d) B is similar to A over l?. 
(e) Diag(A , ,..., A,) is similar to Diag(B, ,..., B,) for some s with 
A,=.4 and B;= B. 
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ProoJ Let f(x) be the minimal polynomial of A. Set A = R [@I = 
R[x]/fx) and I’= R . ‘n) If B satisfies any of (a)-(e), clearlyf(x) is also the 
minimal polynomial of B. Now V can be considered as a A-module by 
defining 6u = Au or 6v = Bv. These modules are isomorphic if and only if A 
and B are similar. Now apply Theorem B. 
We note that for equivalence of a pair of matrices, a much stronger result 
holds. Namely, if R is a Dedekind domain, A, B E R, xn are equivalent if 
and only if coker A z coker B (cf. 17, Th. 3.5)). Thus, in Corollary 3.7, if 
similarity is replaced by equivalence, one can take t to be the exponent of the 
class group of R and L to be any field in which every ideal of D capitulates. 
Proposition 3.5 also allows one to extend many of the classical results on 
orders to our situation. We state some of these. The proofs are straight- 
forward from the corresponding classical theorems (referenced below) and 
the techniques in this section. 
COROLLARY 3.8. Let R = F,, A a module finite R-algebra, and M a 
finitely generated A-module. 
(a) IfL-M-N, then thereexistsL’-L withM@NzL@L (see 
11, 31.71). 
(b) O- N,lM, f or all P E Spec R, then N’ /M for some N’ - N (see 
[ 1, 31.121). 
(c) If K is not totally real, then cancellation holds in the genus of M 
(see [ 17. Th. 9.91). 
4. AN EXAMPLE OF DROZD 
Let R be the integers and A the commutative R-algebra with basis 1, a, 
and ,8 where a2 = ,8’ = a/j’= 0. For any m x m matrix B over R define a A- 
module M(B) by taking M(B) to be a free rank 2m module over R, and let a 
and p act on M(B) via the matrices 
respectively. Then as in 131, M(B) g M(C) if and only if B and C are similar 
(and M(B) -M(C) if and only B and C are locally similar). In particular, 
take B = (i A ). where n is odd. Consider Ci = ( i on’), where (ai, n) = 1. 
Then by Lemma 2.3, M = M(B) - M(C,) and M(C,) g M(Cj) if and only if 
ai = *aj (mod n). Hence g(M) > $(n)/2 (where C(n) is the Euler function). In 
fact as Drozd remarks, g(M) = #(n)/2 and so there is no bound for the size 
of the genus which depends only on A. 
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We also claim that this example shows that the field L in Theorem B 
cannot be chosen for all general of A simultaneously. If 
M(C,) @ F;~ E A4 @ rP, for a number field L, then by Lemma 2.3, ui = u mod 
n for some unit 24 E PL. Taking norms we see that this implies 
a” = f 1 mod n, where d = [L : Q]. Obviously, one can choose a, and n with 
(ai, n) = 1 so that this cannot hold for a fixed d. This proves the claim. 
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